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Abstract. In this paper in a framework of classical electrodynamics, we re-derived in a simple 
way the formula for the light scattering by moving particle with arbitrary angle of collision. 
   
 
As it is well known a charged particle radiates in external fields with intensity defined 
by Larmor formula [1] 
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where e, m – are the charge and mass of particle, /v c  , v  - is its velocity,   
21/ 1    -is a relativistic factor, | |  , с – is a speed of light , E , H  - are the 
vectors describing external electric and magnetic fields at the instant location of parti-
cle. The time dependence of velocity and coordinates of particle in (1) defined by varia-
tion of fields in space and time.  
     Below we are considering the case when the external fields are the ones associated 
with plane monochromatic laser wave. In this case the vector EnH L

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and intensity (1) comes to  
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where Ln  - is an unit vector in direction of propagation of wave, 
2
0 8 / 3T pr   - Thom-
son cross section of scattering of laser wave by the particle at rest, 
2 2
pr e / mc  - is the 
classical radius of particle.   
    The plane monochromatic wave is a particular case of undulator, which allows usage 
of results describing the motion and radiation of particles in undulators (see [2] and ref-
erences there). Velocity in expression for intensity (1) and (2) for trajectories in undula-
tor could be represented as  vvv

, where v

- is an average longitudinal and v  - 
transverse components of velocity respectively.   
    The components of plane monochromatic elliptically polarized wave propagating 
along axis x could be represented as the following   
 sin , cos , 0y ym z zm xE E E E E    , (3) 
where 0L Lk x t      - is the actual phase, 0  - is initial phase, /L Lk c  - is a 
wave vector, 2 /L Lc    - angular frequency, L  - is the wavelength. Usually the la-
ser wave represented by a wavelet with length wp Ll M , where M -is an integer num-
ber. Below we are considering the case when the laser wave is quasi-monochromatic 
( 1M  ).  
     The frequency of oscillation of particle moving with angle in direction of wave prop-
agation defined by expression * (1 )L Ln    ; the frequency of emitted radiation, in 
accordance with Doppler effect is equal to  
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where n  - is unit vector in direction to observer, cvcv //

   [2]. In a weak 
field of laser wave of type (3), this corresponds to dipole approximation in radiation 
process 
 | | | / | 1 /v c        (5) 
which is the same as condition 2LeE mc   (on quantum treatment-this is a condition 
of a single-photon scattering process), the radiation is emitted on the first harmonic on-
ly. Here | |E E . Further on we will proceed in a framework of this approximation. 
This yields the relations const 

, const  .   
     If the particle passes the way corresponding to many oscillations in a laser field  
( 1M  ), then the emitted radiation in any direction will be monochromatic and dis-
tributed, according to (4) in a bandwidth ( min , max ), where 
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     Spectral distribution of the energy flux, emitted by particle in a laser field under di-
pole radiation condition (5) defined by expression )(/  fII  , where I  -states for 
intensity of emitted wave (2), ( )f   - is a normalized spectral distribution of radiation 
over dimensionless variable max/   ,  
max
min
( ) 1f d


   ; here min (1 ) / (1 )     , 
max 1  . Function ( )f   depends on direction of particle oscillation with respect to av-
eraged velocity [2]. For relativistic particles ( 1  , min 1  ) performing transverse 
and longitudinal harmonic oscillations these functions are  
 )221(3)( 2 f ,      )1(12)(
2  f   . (7) 
     In some cases the problem of radiation by moving particle could be described by 
quantum language in terms of the number of radiated quants. In that case the spectral 
distribution of photon flux of scattered laser radiation defined by expression 
max/ ( / ) / ( / ) /phdN d dI d dI d       , which could be represented as follows  
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This yields for the total photon flux  
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max
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( / ) [ ( ) / ]phN I f d     . (9) 
     According to (9) it does not depend on choice of functions (7) corresponding to os-
cillations of particles in transverse and longitudinal directions with respect to theirs ve-
locities and could be calculated as the following 
 2 /ph mN I  . (10) 
The ratio of photon flux of scattered radiation to the density of incoming laser flux is  
2| | /4phL LS c E   , i.e. the cross-section of scattering of laser photons by moving par-
ticle becomes equal  
 0 0(1 ) (1 cos )T L T coln         , (11) 
where col  - is the angle of collision (the angle between vector Ln  and 

).  
     From (11) it follows, that for collision angles col   , as one can expect, the cross 
section becomes equal to 0(1 ) T    . In this case the light beam becomes shifted 
with respect to the moving particle on the distance which is 1   times bigger (small-
er), than with respect to the particle at rest. This means, that in the cases considered the 
number of scattered photons per unit length of shifted laser radiation is an invariant  
(not depending on velocity of particle).    
     For collision of particles under angle / 2col   the cross section 0T   does not 
depend on the speed of motion in a transverse direction and becomes equal to cross sec-
tion of laser photons by particle at rest. I n this case the path length of particle inside 
laser bunch depends on particle velocity ( 2~ 1  ).  
      Formula for cross-sections of massive beams colliding with arbitrary angle was ob-
tained by W.Pauli (1933) [3] and reflected in [1], [4].  From there, as a particular case, 
for the photon scattering by moving particle (for the photon ph Ln  ) one can obtain the 
ratio of cross sections as   
22
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 LLT nn .                                (12) 
The above relation (12) could be transformed into the (11) by simple algebra. 
     Dependence of Thomson cross-section on velocity vector of moving particle de-
scribes total flux of scattered photons. By knowing parameters of laser beam and using 
relation (10) one can determine the number of photons scattered by a particle per single 
collision.   
     So deriving the cross section formula for scattering of photons by moving particle, 
we operate by electrodynamic formulas (see [1], [2]) not using relativistic transfor-
mations of special relativity (invariants, transformations between moving systems of 
reference). The final result represented in a simple form (10). Our derivation is valid for 
scattering of long laser wavelets ( 1M  ), when the radiation, emitted in selected di-
rection is a quasi-monochromatic one and could be described by functions (7). This is 
due to the fact that W. Pauli considered the case when the particles in each beam have 
the same energy. We hope that the direct derivation of invariant cross section we made 
has a methodological interest.     
     Our days the W. Pauli’s formula is in use while someone calculates processes in 
light sources based on backscattering of electron and ion beams. (see for example [5]-
[8]).  The total number of scattered laser photons in this case could be calculated by the 
following expression (see [1])  
0T L pс K n n dVdt     ,                                          (13) 
where Ln  и pn  - are the densities of laser photons and particles respectively, dV - is an 
element of volume where the interaction occurs, dt  - is a time duty of interaction. Coef-
ficient 2 21 2 1 21 ( ) ( )LK n            called by kinematic factor of scattering; 
the values t /  and 0/ TL    are called by the photon flux and luminosity of 
light source respectively.   
     For definition of spectral-angular, polarization, brightness and other characteristics 
of light source base on radiation of particles in external fields one should use an ordi-
nary theory of electromagnetism. In these cases the kinematic factor appears in calcula-
tions automatically.     
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